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EATON – CORELITE CONTINUA WALL
The Continua™ linear wall is the companion wall mount product within the Continua family featuring
compact scale, minimal lines, and seamless illumination along the entire row length. Utilizing the latest
LED technology, the Continua provides high quality illumination while delivering up to 141 lumens per
watt. A wide range of direct/indirect distributions are available to choose from as well as independent
up/down circuiting for ultimate flexibility. Available in 4’, 6’, 8’, and continuous runs, the Continua Wall is
well suited for commercial open offices, private offices, stairwells, corridors, and educational facilities -
cooperindustries.com
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ZANIBONI

Beautifully crafted and engineered downlights, cylinders, pendants, and reading lights.  Zaniboni offers
exquisite finishes and high lumen packages in small profile, detail-oriented fixtures that are Made in the
USA in their facility in Florida.  Warm dim and tunable lighting technologies are available in full family
offerings from 1” to 8” diameters.  -Zaniboni.com

ZANIBONI PRODUCT CODES SPELLED OUT 
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ASTRO

Astro is an international provider of accent lighting for high-end applications including hotels, resorts,
residences, and commercial lobbies. Their breadth of products focuses on lighting that works to solidify
the identity of a space while providing quality illumination.

Their wall sconces are designed to work as both general illumination and accent/bedside lighting for
hotels or residential projects. The Azumi Reader (top left) includes both general illumination and
adjustable accent lighting. The Atelier Grande Wall (bottom Right) is on an pivot and adjustable base for
precise accent-light aiming. Their Edge 560 (top right) and D-Light (bottom left) are both modern options
for indirect ambient illumination, providing a soft-glow without the visual weight of a traditional wall
sconce. -astro.com
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Visit our website for more information
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